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2. Introduction
This summary report is the result of a short research project by a mature student from the University of the
West of England on the MSc Sustainable Development in Practice course, in conjunction with the Centre for
Sustainable Energy (CSE).
The aim of the research was to identify key aspects that hindered or helped the Bristol Home Energy
Upgrade (BHEU) householders that either didn’t have an assessment done, or didn’t complete an
installation. The research also sought to learn more about householders’ views of the BHEU scheme, to
inform future scheme and literature design, and to mitigate drop outs. A brief inquiry into lifestyle
preferences was made in order to improve the marketing of future projects, especially to those at risk of, or
in, fuel poverty.
The research explored four main areas:
Barriers and enabling factors to having a Green Deal assessment
Barriers and enabling factors to initiating an installation
Householder feedback on BHEU scheme design
BHEU was limited by its short timescale and the capacity for delivery by Green Deal Advisors and Installers.
An aim of the research was to get beyond these acknowledged limiting factors, to discover other more
generic barriers to the uptake of Green Deal assessments and energy efficiency improvements.
BHEU piloted the householder-led approach of the Green Deal and its Pay-as-you-save (PAYS) finance. In
analysing the responses from householders an attempt has been made to tease out learning and
implications for CSE future scheme design from the broader Green Deal procedural constraints.

Figure 1 BHEU householder journey below summarises the first five steps of the householder journey (the
final two steps not shown are Completion and Payment).
What stopped householders from getting to step five, Installation?

Application

Assessment

Grant funding
and finance
contributions

Quote

Installation
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3. Summary of households that didn’t proceed

Total applications

422

Total installations

157

Householders that didn’t start an installation

256

Free assessment offered but not taken up
Paid assessment not taken up
Assessment done but didn’t start installation

24
164
68

Community group referrals
Free assessment offered but not taken up
Paid assessment not taken up
Assessment done but didn’t start installation

1
37
4

Eligibility
Able-to-pay
Priority householders1
Not stated

215
20
21

Energy efficiency improvements applied for
Boiler upgrade
Heating system upgrade
Solid wall insulation
Undecided or not stated

103
11
54
88

1

All people considered priorities under Affordable Warmth, Carbon Saving Communities and those previously Super
Priority under the Carbon Emissions Reduction Target.
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4. Research methodology and limitations
The 256 householders who didn’t have an installation as part of BHEU fell into three groups:
1. Free assessment not taken up
2. Paid assessment not taken up
3. Assessment done but didn’t start installation
They were contacted by the following means:
Online surveys for each of the three groups. Surveys were also sent by post to householders if no email
address was given.2 Copies of the online surveys can be found in Appendix 2.
Phone call, either going through the survey, or asking a few key questions.
Information from householders was also gathered from emails sent to CSE during the project.
Completion of the online surveys was primarily by self-selection, except for those who didn’t have a paid
survey and didn’t have an email address (see footnote 3). Five surveys were completed by phone, four with
those who didn’t take up a free assessment, and one that didn’t have an installation. Phone calls were
primarily made to those for whom email information was not available.
Occasionally there was overlap of data sources where emails were available from householders who also
completed an online survey. For this reason the percentage of householders from whom feedback was
received is given in Table 1 below, which summarises the data collected for each group.

Group

Free assessment not
taken up
Paid assessment not
taken up
Assessment done but
didn’t start installation

Total in
group

Online
survey

Phone
call

Email

% of householders
that have feedback
from

24

9

7

1

71

164

41

8

3

31

68

18

13

12

35

Table 1: Summary of data collected

More effort was put into contacting householders that didn’t take up a free assessment as initially online
survey responses were limited. There had been a gap of five months since householders first expressed an
interest in BHEU which may have impacted on this. Also, as they didn’t ‘take’ the free offer, there may have
been less of a sense of social obligation to reciprocate by volunteering information.

2

Unfortunately 22 (13%) of those who didn’t have a paid assessment and didn’t have an email address were not sent a
postal questionnaire due to lack of time, and the zero return rate of postal questionnaires previously sent to other
householders without emails.
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One limitation of the research was that no follow up phone calls were made to survey respondents to delve
deeper. Also phone calls focused on a few key questions. However respondents were given free rein to talk
to maximise qualitative information. Gentle probing questions were minimal, partly due to the clarity of
responses and the issues indicated. However, a more stringent exploration would have been fitting, had time
allowed.
With reference to charts and results in the text, for all surveys not all respondents answered all the
questions. Where percentages are given, the number of householders the percentage represents is given in
brackets as n=X, with a footnote to indicate the total number of respondents to that question.
Where quotes are given in the text, an ‘identity tag’ is given at the end to indicate the respondent who made
it. The identity tag consists of three letters and a number e.g. NFA1. The number refers to the respondent.
The letters refer to the three groups researched:
NFA = No Free Assessment
NPA = No Paid Assessment
NIM = No Installation Made
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5. Hurdles and enablers at assessment stage

Application

Assessment

Grant funding
and finance
contributions

Quote

Installation

Part 1: Free assessment not taken up
Of the 100 free assessments offered, 38 of the recipients had an installation, 38 had an assessment but not
an installation, and 24 didn’t have an assessment.
75% (n=7)3 of the householders who responded who were offered a free Green Deal assessment but didn’t
take one up knew how they wanted to improve their home. 80% (n=8)4 of them remembered receiving the
letter from CSE and the BHEU brochure about the scheme.
When asked about the brochure and letter, 63% (n=5)5 respondents thought the information was presented
very clearly or clearly, and that the amount of information was ‘Just right’.
There seemed to be some confusion as to the relationship between the Green Deal Advice Organisation
(GDAO) and CSE (Figure 4). Out of 8 respondents, more than half were unsure or thought that the GDAO was
part of CSE, when in fact all assessors and advice organisations were independent. This may be due to the
length of time between application to the scheme in December 2012, and the research phone calls in
May 2013.

Barriers to having the free assessment
Householder led approach
The main reason households cited for not having a free assessment done at that time was that they didn’t
know which GDAO to choose. Given the infancy of the Green Deal and lack of a trusted recommendation,
some householders seemed reticent in contacting assessors and would have preferred more guidance. Some
respondents also stated that the householder-led approach left them with a lot to organise which was a
headache for them.

3

A total of 9 people responded to this question
A total of 9 people responded to this question
5
A total of 8 people responded to this question
4

9

“Best to have council come and say what help is on offer, and then to give guidance on which contractor to
use. More of a package. Council to do the assessment first and then organise the contractor.” (NFA12)

No time to organise an appointment with
an assessor
I didn’t know which organisation to
choose to do the assessment
I couldn’t find a convenient time for an
assessment

Strongly influenced
Influenced

The assessor gave a date which was
longer than I’d expected to wait

Slightly influenced
Did not influence

The letter for a free assessment was lost
I forgot it and then it was too late

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Figure 1: Reasons that influenced decision to not have a free assessment
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Appointment times
Another barrier to the uptake of having a free assessment was the lack of flexibility with assessment times.
No evening of weekend appointments were available. This made it difficult for those working full time to
arrange appointments.

“Working full time I couldn’t fit in time for an assessor to come out and do the assessment. They didn’t do
Saturdays or anything like that, and it just wasn’t convenient, with both my husband and myself working full
time. We just couldn’t fit it in.” (NFA1)

Misunderstanding
Another barrier that emerged7 was public misunderstanding through not reading the brochure and letter
properly. This included not reading the brochure and so not bothering with an assessment, or being unclear
about what energy efficiency improvements the scheme covered. At least two householders missed out on
solid wall insulation or a boiler upgrade as a result.

6
7

A total of 8 people responded to this question
Responses from 14 people from all data sources
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An additional barrier was public confusion about the scheme due to the promotion of other energy
efficiency schemes at the same time (for example, CERT/CESP activity continued into late 2012).
Householders ended up with information overload, not being sure what each scheme offered. This suggests
that a more co-ordinated approach to energy advice and schemes would assist households to make energy
efficiency improvements.

“I think it was just not knowing what it was about really. And I’d been contacted by a few different people and I
wasn’t quite sure what to go for and what was what really.....I had other information in my head, which didn’t
all become logical because of too much information from other directions.” (NFA5)

Funding uncertainty
Some people were unsure of the grant they would receive, or the grant didn’t seem straightforward. One
person wasn’t interested in the grant and was happy to go to the bank or mortgage company to sort out
finance himself. The PAYS finance was a deterrent for one person. They didn’t want to take out a loan to
cover home improvements and preferred to pay upfront. Some householders were unsure of how the
finance would stack up overall, and didn’t know whether the investment was worthwhile. Ironically, this is
what the GDAR seeks to explore for each household.
A number of respondents including those from priority households8 stated that as they were not entitled to
financial aid they didn’t want to progress with the scheme. This illustrates the difficulty in shifting public
understanding from free/subsidised energy efficiency improvements to Green Deal PAYS.
Overall the lack of clarity around the financial mechanism of the Green Deal has potential to delay
installations. In particular, will the complexity of Green Deal finance deter those on lower incomes but not
considered high priority from participating?
An elderly lady raised this issue, along with another more pertinent to aged community members – fear of
complications for executors. In an aging population, with the elderly more prone to fuel poverty,9 being
arguably amongst those most in need, demonstrating the benefits of investing in energy efficiency
improvements for themselves and the next generation is vital for Green Deal uptake by older members of
the community. Examples of how PAYS finances works in the transfer of property to executors is essential.

“The improvements I feel my home needs do not seem to be available at present. Even if they were available the
cost would be quite high and, at 80 years of age, I do not expect to survive long enough to outlive the pay-back
period. Yes, I know that hypothetically the debt would be passed on to a future owner of the property but that
seems to be a complication I would not wish upon my executors and I doubt that they would realise any value,
possible making a loss instead.” (NFA13)

8
9

.

Was Super priority under Carbon Emissions Reduction Target scheme (now finished)
31% of single occupancy households aged over 60 are fuel poor (DECC Annual Report on Fuel Poverty Statistics 2012)
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Other
A few people simply ‘missed the boat’ and forgot about the letter and the free assessment. Others found the
process overwhelming.

“It seemed like a very complicated process, with quite short time scales, and also from what we read it didn’t seem
very flexible. We’ve got a Victorian terraced house, and you could either have 100% internal solid wall insulation or
external insulation, either or, and neither of those would really suit us. And also (I was) a bit concerned about the cost
of it and whether it would be worthwhile.
We were very keen but put off by all of that really. And also I think what we had to do was to get an energy assessor
to come round, fair enough, and then on the basis of that we’d approach different companies for their quotes and
from that make a decision. But we didn’t feel at all, you know, well equipped to know which would have been a good
quote or a good company or a bad company. We would have been more comfortable if there had been a
recommended, you know, ‘we recommend that you go with this company’, because we don’t really know if you see
what I mean.
We did make contact with some of the installers to understand how it works, but they never actually got back to us.
It was just all too much like hard work in the end.” (NFA9)

Additional support for having a free assessment
Six householders gave suggestions for addition support they would have liked which would have helped
them to have a free assessment. They were:
Scheme related
Someone to talk to rather than filling in forms, preferably a home call
Straightforward information
More of a package from a trusted provider
Assessor-related
Appointments to fit in with people working full time
Green Deal finance
Clarity about the level of savings possible*
Better understanding of the cost and financial package that would be received*
Better thinking through of what happens when people move and issues with lenders*
*Some of the points would either have been addressed through having an assessment done or are due to
lack of widespread information at this pilot stage in Green Deal development.
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Part 2: Paid assessment not taken up
Although there may be some overlap in the barriers experienced by those who chose not to have a free or
paid assessment, it is worthwhile exploring the challenges faced by householders required to pay for an
assessment. A total of 164 householders didn’t opt to take up a paid assessment.

Number of households

When asked how much having to pay for the Green Deal Assessment Report (GDAR) influenced their
decision to not have one done, 59% (24)10 people said that it strongly influenced, or influenced their
decision. A similar level of response was given during phone calls.
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
Strongly Influenced
Slightly
Didn't
Don't know
influenced
influenced influence at
all

Figure 2: Influence of paying for an assessment on decision to not have one

Barriers to having a paid assessment
Householders were asked if any of the following reasons (Figure 7) influenced their decision to not to have
an assessment done. The number of responses varies to each question and is given in brackets.
The main reason that people did not proceed with a paid assessment was for financial reasons (66%, n=21)11.
Other reasons of significance were:
Short term nature of the scheme (55%, n=17)12
Householder didn’t think it was worth having an assessment done (47%, n=14)13
Limited energy efficiency improvements possible under the scheme (41%, n=11)14.
In open comments15, whilst respondents cited acknowledged limitations of BHEU other grounds were given
that dissuaded householders from having a paid assessment. Some have been previously mentioned in the
‘no free assessment’ section and are not repeated here.

10

41 people responded to this question
32 people responded to this part of the question
12
31 people responded
13
30 people responded to this part of the question
14
27 people responded to this part of the question
15
47 people made open comments via the online survey and phone calls
11

13

I couldn’t find a convenient time for an
assessment (26)

The assessment date was longer than I’d
expected to wait (24)
The scheme was short term, I didn't want
to rush things (31)

Strongly influenced
Influenced

I didn’t think it was worth having the
assessment done (30)

Slightly influenced

I had concerns that the assessment might
uncover a problem with my home (26)

Did not influence
Don't know

The scheme didn’t cover the energy
efficiency improvement I wanted (27)
The financial implications of the scheme
didn’t work for me (32)
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Figure 3: Possible reasons for not having a paid assessment done

Financial implications
Finance was reiterated as a key concern. In relation to the assessment itself some respondents didn’t want
to pay for the assessment on the basis that they might get it back later. That the price of the assessment
wasn’t specified also put one person off.
Not knowing the likely amount of grant in advance was also a deterrent for some.

“You had to pay for an assessment but the amount was not specified, only approximate around £175. You have to
guess which one of several Green Deal Advisors to pick. You have to take time off work (losing pay) to be in for the
visit. Someone would then tell me things I already know, (no double glazing, no wall insulation, no working central
heating), that I cannot afford to do anything about. I might get a grant towards some of the cost of one item. Then
you have to take time off work (losing pay) for 3 tradesmen’s estimates.” (NPA20)

“It wasn’t the assessment that put us off it was the capital outlay, or option of taking up a loan to make up the
shortfall from the grant. We didn’t have the capital to lay out. The finance package was a bit murky, and it wasn’t
clear to me how that would impact on the freedom I have as the freeholder of this house and the longer term
implications of having that loan attached to it. That was my concern.” (NPA47)
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“It seemed pointless to start the process in the first place if we were not willing to take the risk of incurring not
only the cost of the assessment, but also the cost of the works as a whole.” (NPA41)

The distinct mechanism of repayments of the Wessex Home Improvement Loan (WHIL) and Green Deal
finance in that the WHIL repayments were not attached to energy bills, also seemed to have been
misunderstood. The interest rate of the Wessex loan was cited by one as a reason for not proceeding with an
assessment. (The WHIL loan rate was 5.2% APR compared to the Green Deal Finance Company rate of 6.96%
per annum).
Uncertainty (and in some cases misunderstanding) over the Green Deal finance principles was also apparent:

“I understood that the grant amount would be added onto my energy bill and therefore not reduce the cost of
our energy.” (NPA16)

“Paying for a tick box exercise that creates work for commercial companies, without them having to out lay any
risk. No incentives for no cost low cost options that make the biggest difference to me saving money but huge
profits for installers.”(NPA21)

“It didn't seem that I would get help for these two big energy improvements through Green Deal, and in fact would
have had to do insulation before qualifying for a new boiler.” *NPA30+

Financial constraints were stated by a number of respondents for not having a paid assessment, for example
one person currently unemployed and a pensioner said they couldn’t afford the assessment.

“I have no spare cash after food and bills and mortgage payment, to upgrade my home. I had missed opportunity
to get free loft and cavity wall insulation. I have poor single glazing…I work part time, and have no benefits.”
(NPA30)

One person said that their finances did not come together until later in the year. Pilot schemes, by their
nature, limit the possibility for the general public to financially plan for them.
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Limited energy efficiency improvements possible under the scheme
The scheme offered limited options on energy efficiency improvements (boiler and heating controls upgrade
and solid wall insulation). This was a commonly cited reason for disquiet by survey respondents (41%, n=11
for this question, but frequently mentioned elsewhere). BHEU offered grants for a boiler upgrade, which the
Green Deal does not. It also focused on solid wall insulation to learn more about this less practiced energy
efficiency improvement.
CSE’s and Bristol City Council’s aim was to utilise the pilot to explore the principles behind the Green Deal
and Energy Company Obligation, particularly for less mainstream measures such as solid wall insulation
rather than straightforward interventions like TRVs.16 Some reasons for the exclusion of hybrid solid wall
insulation and packages of measures are discussed on pages 29-30 of the main report.
Other measures were not included due to:
Lack of installers at the time (e.g. floor insulation)
Anticipated extension to the Carbon Emissions Reduction Target17 in 2013( which covered loft and cavity
wall insulation)
Complexities around scoring proportional improvements, as might be desired for draught proofing etc.
Minimal carbon savings (e.g. double glazing)
The pilot was intended to kick start Green Deal assessments and installations in Bristol, rather than be a fully
fledged launch of the initiative in the city. However, the positive intentions behind the BHEU scheme design
were not understood by many householders. Understandably, they were frustrated as they didn’t want to
miss out. Some had been waiting for months for the Green Deal to go ahead. This and other limiting factors
lead to a stressful experience for some householders.
There are clear implications here for scheme design in terms of managing public expectations.
Poor assessor customer service
Poor assessor customer service was a barrier to having a paid assessment done. One householder contacted
a GDAO well within the timeframe but the assessor never got in contact. Unfortunately a family crisis then
took priority so there was no time to make calls. The poor response of the assessor was very disappointing.
Another householder was told that it would take several weeks for an assessor to come out.
Quality of assessments
The quality of the GDAR was criticised by three people. One found the Energy Performance Certificate (EPC)
quite generic, and thought that it didn’t apply to his house. He thought it was a pointless exercise, and was
not impressed with the quality of the document.
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TRV=Thermostatic Radiator Valves
See Appendix 1 for more on the Carbon Emissions Reduction Target, a government scheme to assist those on low incomes and in
receipt of specific benefits with energy efficiency improvements.
17
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One person reported that the assessors didn’t know how to assess his house as it is divided into flats.
“I had already paid for an energy survey from a local company and it didn't tell me anything I didn't already
know plus I think they missed things that where peculiar to my house. It felt too ‘off the shelf’.” (NPA7)

Installers and perceived overpricing
Although these householders had not yet had an assessment, they were talking to installers, and to
neighbours exploring having an installation. The sentiment voiced was that Green Deal Installers were
charging a premium, and that it was cheaper and easier to get someone local to do the job.

“I have a feeling that the suppliers have tried so hard to get onto the scheme that they feel they can charge a
massive premium. Already people around here are saying to each other "if you think you need external
insulation it’s cheaper to just go to someone and get it done". For example I don't think I need someone to
come round, do a survey and then charge lots to fit thermostatic valves - I can just buy some and get someone
skilled to fit them.” (NPA7)

Also criticised was the restricted choice of installer. Householders wanted THEIR choice of workmen, not the
scheme’s choice. This was not something within CSE control as the nature of the pilot meant that certified
Green Deal Advice Organisations and Installers should be used.
Other
Issues with the house prevented some from having an assessment, for example if the home was nonstandard so an installation couldn’t go ahead, or in one case the householder wasn’t sure how damp would
affect solid wall insulation. Others needed to address energy efficiency measures outside of the scheme first.
Timing - the middle of winter -wasn’t brilliant for major works. Disruption to property was also a barrier.
Some householders took alternative paths. They delayed the assessment, as they were assured that they
could apply for the assessment when the Green Deal is rolled out in 2013. Or they went with a different
scheme due to the time constraints of BHEU.

Additional support for having a paid assessment
45 respondents indicated what ideally would help them to have a Green Deal assessment in the future. If
already mentioned they are not restated here.

Scheme related
Evidence of work done on similar properties and the results
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More advice and flexible amounts of hand holding at the outset. An older person said that they felt
having to do everything by themselves was too much to cope with. Someone who works full time
suggested an online conversation would be useful.
More time to plan. Retrofit planning (as improvements influence each other) and not rushing it and
making mistakes
Clearer guidelines about eligibility
Assessors/assessment related
Free assessment, or ability to get the assessment fee back with any measure implemented
Explanation of what the assessment contains and its purpose18
Free/more comprehensive choice of assessor and installers
Green Deal finance
Evidence of how the finance package works out in practice
Finances – would prefer other options e.g. simple subsidies to help make improvements, or a five year
interest free loan
Installer related
Local company to do the work - some respondents remarked that they had already gone ahead with
energy efficiency improvements with local contractors.

18

This should be done by the GDAO as part of the requirements of meeting the ‘Specification for Organisations providing the Green
Deal Advice Service.’
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6. Assessment to installation
Application

Grant funding
and finance
contributions

Assessment

Quote

Installation

68 householders had an assessment but didn’t proceed with an installation. 38 of these householders had a
free assessment, and 30 paid for one.
Householders19 said that arranging the assessment direct with an assessor didn’t make BHEU confusing
(77%, n=14), but neither did they consider it beneficial to the scheme (50%, n=9).

Made you feel more confident in the
resulting report?
Made the Bristol Home Energy
Upgrade scheme confusing?

Yes

Was beneficial for the scheme?

Don't know

No

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Figure 4: Experience of arranging the assessment

How did householders rate their experience of the Green Deal assessment?20

I had to wait longer than I would
have liked to have an assessment
The assessor didn’t offer any useful
advice during the assessment

Strongly agree
Agree

The assessment did not reflect
energy use in my household situation

Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree

I was confident that the assessment
was accurate and reliable

Strongly disagree

My overall experience of having an
assessment was positive
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Figure 5: Householder opinion of Green Deal assessment (includes actual number of respondents)
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There were 18 respondents to this question
A total of 18 householders responded to this question
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The majority of respondents (66%, n=12) had an assessment within a reasonable time. 50% (n=9) received
useful advice from the assessor. An equal percentage (28%, n=5) thought that the assessment did/didn’t
reflect energy use in their household; the rest were undecided. Similarly an equal percentage (33%, n=6)
thought that the assessment was accurate/ not accurate. 50% (n=9) described their experience of having an
assessment as positive.
When asked what helped them go ahead with having the assessment (Figure 11),21 61% (n=11) of
respondents thought it would be useful for future energy efficiency work; 67% (n=12) said because it was
free; 50% (n=9) that the assessment was a straightforward process, and 56% (n=10) that the CSE literature
clearly indicated what to do next.

I thought it would be useful to have the assessment …
The assessment was free
Organising the assessment was a straightforward process
The brochure and letter I initially received clearly …
0
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12

Number of households

Figure 6: Enabling factors to having an assessment

When asked if any of the following deterred them from having a Green Deal assessment done22:
22% (n=4) said the cost of the assessment
17% (n=3) said the time involved
28% (n=5) agreed that the possibility of not recovering the cost of the assessment if an energy efficiency
improvement was not made as part of the scheme was a deterrent.
Householders reported some confusion due to the variation in assessment report received: - just the EPC if
the assessment was done before 18 January 2013, and the full GDAR (EPC and Occupancy Assessment) if
done on or after 18 January. This was due to the timing of the pilot as in December 2012; the facility to
create and lodge Green Deal Advice Reports was not fully up and running.

The Green Deal Advice Report
88% (n=16)23 of householders who had an assessment but didn’t initiate an installation recalled receiving
their EPC/GDAR.
12 respondents had a generally favourable response to the EPC. 50% (n=6) thought it was easy to
understand. 66% (n=8) thought it was clearly presented, and only 25% (n=3) thought it had too much

21

A total of 18 householders responded to this question
There were 18 respondents to this question
23
18 people replied to this question
22

20

information. There was uncertainty about the Occupancy Assessment, as most assessments were completed
before an Occupancy Assessment was required.
One person reported that there was duplication in the EPC, and a disconnect between the figures on the
estimated energy costs of the home and the section on top actions that can be taken. There was also no
consideration made of flat roof insulation (which was a limitation of the software). Another struggled to
make sense of the EPC initially. A third commented that the GDAR had suggested an energy efficiency
improvement which he didn’t consider to be worthwhile (internal wall insulation on a small room).

The EPC was easy to understand

Strongly agree

Information was presented clearly in the EPC

Agree

The EPC had too much information

Neither agree
nor disagree

The Occupancy Assessment was hard to
understand
Information in the Occupancy Assessment was
presented clearly
The Occupancy Assessment contained the right
amount of information

Disagree
Strongly
disagree
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Figure 7: Rating of EPC and Occupancy Assessment

The following comments were received:

“Useful, the main thing is as reasonably interested people, a lot of things (energy efficiency improvements) were
already done. There were one or two things that could be done from the GDAR which were useful.” (NIM27)

“Report fine. About right amount, very clear, reflected energy bills.” (NIM26)
“It was a bit glossy, would have been happier with a written page report rather than lots of colours.” (NIM29)
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“The initial report is very basic. The useful functionality, such as the ability to see the impact of specific changes
(such as double glazing) to your score, is available online. I only found out about this excellent facility by calling the
assessor after I had received the report. It seems daft not to advertise this facility to everyone who gets a report.”
(NIM6)

“I was not asked about my actual energy usage at any stage in the process. I thought this was surprising. The
assessor was very pleasant but did not volunteer much information.” (NIM7)

Obtaining quotes from installers

Application

Assessment

Grant funding
and finance
contributions

Quote

Installation

After receiving the GDAR and completion certificate nine householders contacted at least one installer for a
quote; one person got further advice and decided not to proceed.

Financial barriers
The major barriers cited by householders24 were financial (Figure 14). 58% (n=7) respondents said that the
grant allowance and PAYS finance was not as much as expected. 50% (n=6) respondents didn’t have
additional finance for the improvement, and didn’t want to take out a loan at that time.
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A total of 12 responses were made to this question
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The Green Deal Advice Report took longer to arrive
than expected
A requirement of the scheme did not meet my
needs
The Green Deal Advice Report and completion
certificate did not make sense to me
The grant allowance and Pay-As-You-Save finance
was not as much as anticipated
I did not have additional finances available for the
improvement

Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree
nor disagree
Disagree
Strongly
disagree

I did not want to take out a loan at that time

I didn’t know installers to contact for a quote
The likely disruption to my property put me off
The timing for works was not convenient for my
household
My property is a system-build and could not
receive a grant under this scheme
0

2

4
6
8
10
Number of households

12

Figure 8: Reasons given for not proceeding with an installation

Installer barriers
When asked about having a choice of installers, 91% (10) people thought it was important that there was a
choice.25 The majority of issues were directly connected to the lack of installers, an acknowledged limitation
of BHEU given its remit to kick start installer activity around the Green Deal. One difficulty was in getting
quotes. People had to wait a long time for them, or couldn’t get one. One person agreed to the quote and
then wasn’t contacted by the installer. Another had doubts about the efficacy of installers to provide
invoices (in order to meet the grant deadline) due to previous experience of them taking weeks to send a
quote, and so didn’t proceed. This was frustrating for householders. However, the main bone of contention
expressed by those who had an assessment and then didn’t have an installation was with perceived
overpricing of quotes.
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11 responses were made to this question
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“Whole accreditation process was for big companies…the commercial suppliers are simply doubling their prices,
and then collecting the grant…so it wasn’t in my interest to go ahead in the end, as it would have meant spending
more money. More than getting the grant and doing it that way.
That’s my main concern and I feel very saddened. The whole intention of the scheme is obviously excellent, and I
was in a house that had no heating, no anything, there was no question about me, I met all the requirements. It
just did not make sense, that private companies are making money out of the Green Deal. That’s to do with
the…compliance process, all the hoops and paperwork they have to go through to get accredited. It’s only big
companies that are going to bother. So it rules out local providers as well. What is the point of big contractors
driving down from Liverpool frankly? That’s not very green in the first place. It’s a shame. It’s really to do with the
way that the contracting process is set up.” (NIM24)

“There were delays with more than one installer, they didn’t seem very interested, but the main reason was the
quotes from them, we got cheaper quotes outside of this scheme. They were basically clawing back your grant
by putting their prices up.” (NIM11)
“It’s all very well having that fund there, but if it costs people more to do it that they know they can get it done
normally then there’s no incentive or little incentive for them to do it. So in the end we thought right, we’ll get
it done when we can, and we’ll just have to save up for a new boiler. We know that at least we’re not paying
often 25-30% more when we get it done.” (NIM26)

The abbreviated comments below were made by a householder who is a Green Deal assessor, who had
concerns about the quality of the proposed installation work of an accredited installer who came to look at
his 1930’s semi.

Other
For those who went ahead and got at least one quote from an installer, other barriers to not having an
installation were given. For example external wall insulation and the need for planning permission in a
conservation area, lack of local installers, and winter weather.

“They were going to cover over structural cracks. They were going to leave a huge gap where there would be an
immense cold bridge. And when the price came through, the price for their work was working out about roughly
£150 per sq metre. That didn’t include scaffolding or any other things as well to set up on site, which was horrific.
So I made this known to, ermm, XXXX at CSE.
The Green Deal.......the city have really got to closely monitored all these things, because the way these guys were
going to do it was going to cause me more problems in the future than it was going to solve. So some of these guys
are operating, they see an opportunity, but the product was very low grade, it wouldn’t have really given me a
great deal of improvement . They weren’t really bothered. They were there to just get in and get out and get some
money off the government and that was it. That’s why I decided not to go ahead with it.” (NIM30)
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Additional support that would increase installation rate
Scheme related
Collate case studies to encourage uptake e.g. external wall insulation around windows

Installer related
Range of installers, from small, medium to large, local and on the doorstep
Greater expertise in special areas e.g. boiler upgrades for grade II listed building
Competitive quotes
Quality checks on installations
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7. Key findings and recommendations
Summary of key findings
Scheme related
Some householders found it hard to cope with the customer-led approach.
Members of the public were frustrated by the offer being unclear – the range of energy efficiency
measures available, assessment-related costs, and the finances of the scheme (although this was
informed by the Green Deal).
Clarifying similarities/differences in scheme funding and Green Deal finance is important to prevent
misunderstanding.
Expectations need to be managed to avoid possible negative fallout like long term jeopardy of housing
energy efficiency improvements and public disillusion.

Assessor/assessment related
The independence of assessors from the scheme wasn’t interpreted as a difficulty; neither did it add to
the scheme.
A key hurdle to uptake of energy efficiency measures was not having flexible assessment times.
Having to pay for an assessment and being unsure whether the cost of the assessment would be
recouped through having an installation put householders off having one done.
Poor assessor customer service was a deterrent.
In some cases, the relative inexperience of assessors in this Green Deal pilot phase, with generally
knowledgeable members of the public, lead to questioning of whether it was worthwhile to have an
assessment done.
Green Deal paperwork and finance
Public understanding of the cost of improvements and Green Deal financial package is limited.
Appreciating that it was early days in the use of relevant software, the EPC was perceived to lack
sensitivity and needs to be more tailored. The Occupancy Assessment was not well known in this pilot.
A body of evidence around what happens when people move or die is required.
Some people had work done outside of the scheme and preferred not to use the PAYS finance package.

Installer related
Householders perceived that some quotes were overpriced - even when multiple installers were used to
encourage competitive pricing - and this was linked to the accreditation requirements.
There wasn’t a plentiful choice of ‘on the doorstep’ local installers
Monitoring of installer work was recommended26
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Technical monitoring was undertaken for a sample of installations, as is the case under ECO (at various stages).
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Recommendations
Barriers and enabling factors to having a Green Deal assessment
Lead in and preparation
1. Invest in advice at the start
People want someone to talk to in the early stages of a scheme. This is reflected in the long call times to CSE
in December 2012 described in the main report. This will also prevent misunderstanding from not reading
documentation properly, which was relevant for BHEU. Provide advice in a variety of forms, for example
online conversation, webinars, and videoed community events.
2. Time to plan
Allow time for independent advice on retrofit planning at an early stage of the process, possibly through
community energy organisations. People will be more informed of how different energy efficiency
improvements fit together and influence each other, and the optimal order for installation. They will be in a
better position to question assessors and installers, and avoid rushing and making mistakes.

Clarity of information
1. Evidence existing work
Direct people to a growing body of case studies that address key questions e.g. how to deal with damp or
likely disruption to property. Use the Open Home network.
2. Support the grapevine
Encourage householders to feed back and share their experiences. Offer a means for people to access
recommendations of others – like on www.ourgreendeal.net . This will provide up to the minute public
opinion on the best assessors and installers, and tips on how to go about an installation.
3. Benefits and eligibility
Give clear, consistent advice on eligibility. It was not clear to some householders what proof of benefits were
required. Having an explicit bullet point list would be helpful in scheme literature and on the website.
4. Purpose of Green Deal assessment documents
Explain what a Green Deal assessment is, its purpose, what the assessment documents contain, how to use
them, and the benefits of having an assessment done.
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Free or refundable assessments
Having to pay for an assessment put 59% (24)27people off. Have free assessments for those in receipt of
benefit or on a low income, or refund assessments when an energy efficiency improvement is made. This
would help overcome barriers faced by those who have to lose income from taking time off work in order to
have the assessment done. Customers want an indication of the cost of assessment.
1. Recommend an assessor if requested
Some householders want a recommendation for an assessor. 45% of householders to BHEU didn’t get past
the assessment stage. Integrating support at this stage is likely to enhance take up, but can be difficult
where an impartial service is offered (such as that provided by the Home Energy Team). Direct householders
to a trusted neighbour, community organisation or website for an assessor recommendation.
2. Straightforward process with flexible assessment times
For those working full time being able to have an assessment in the evening or at weekends is vital.

Funding
1. Cost and funding package
A major barrier for many was the shortfall between the financial package offered and cost of the installation.
Investigate alternative ways of bridging this gap.
2. Evidence how the finance package works out in practice
Householders weren’t sure how the pay-as-you-save finance affects their freedom as a freeholder. Have
Frequently Asked Questions such as what happens when people move home, or issues with lenders.
3. Evidence for elderly people and their relatives Concerns were voiced by one householder about PAYS and
its implications for her executors. Given the elderly are prone to fuel poverty28 and excess winter death29
addressing the concerns of the aged on the Green Deal is a priority. Working with recognised service/advice
providers for the elderly on a project specifically with this remit would be timely.
4. Alternative finance to PAYS
Some people prefer to pay as they make energy efficiency improvements to their home. Others politically
object to the link of Green Deal with energy providers. There will always be some who want to arrange
finances themselves. Provide information on a local low interest rate loan facilitator as an alternative option
to PAYS, rather than delay energy efficiency improvements.
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The question had 41 respondents, 25% of those who chose not to have a paid assessment
DECC Annual Report on Fuel Poverty Statistics 2012
29
Lloyd, J. (2013) Cold Enough. Excess Winter Deaths, Winter Fuel Payments and the UK’s problem with the cold. Available at
www.strategicsociety.org.uk
28
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Wider issues
1. Streamline information on the schemes available to avoid confusion
Multiple schemes can lead to information overload and confusion for householders. Work with partners to
promote a city or regional hub for information for householders on all Green Deal schemes/providers.
2. Ongoing assessor training
Householders wanted trustworthy well informed assessors. Ongoing training would promote good customer
service and quality from one perspective, whilst the grass roots grapevine may act to weed out ‘weak’
assessors/installers from another.

Barriers and enabling factors to initiating an installation
Unless indicated most of these recommendations are not scheme related, but are wider issues.
Green Deal Advice Report
1. Address the limitations of EPCs
Householders want a more tailored report with realistic recommendations.
2. ‘Activate’ the Green Deal Advice Report
An explanation of the GDAR would be useful, as some struggled to make sense of it. The Occupancy
Assessment offers a doorway to explore and potentially reduce household energy use. This is partly the role
of the Green Deal Advisor. Ongoing community level behaviour change support complements household
infrastructural changes30. Encourage and facilitate householder measurement of energy use and checks on
expected and actual savings. Maximising energy awareness to through neighbourhood clusters/eco-teams
could enhance energy and financial savings whilst maintaining or improving comfort and well being.

Installers
1. Competitive quotes
The quality of workmanship of installers needs to be monitored, so that long term benefits for housing
accrue. This would promote high quality installations, not short termism and possible housing infrastructure
problems in the future. Local government is probably best placed to do this. Other means to promote quality
include a watchdog for complaints (the Green Deal Ombudsman), and accreditation ratings for installers and
assessors.
2. Local installers
Continued support and engagement with local installers.
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LCEA Behaviour Change Retrofit Group (2011) The Missing Quarter. Integrating Behaviour Change in Low Carbon Housing Retrofit.
Available online at www.svha.co.uk
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3. Ongoing training for installers
As for ongoing assessor training. Encourage greater expertise in special areas e.g. boiler upgrades for grade II
listed building.

Householder feedback on BHEU scheme design
Scheme design
1. Flexible package of support
Proactive householders were mostly content with the householder led approach, but variable levels of
support will be needed. Older members of the community in particular may need additional assistance, such
as online exchange or face to face conversations to reassure and to prevent public misunderstanding.
However a key question arises as to how this customer support would be financed. Would it be recharged to
the customer, or levied to high income households31? Increased advice costs could translate into a reduced
grant for energy efficiency improvements. CSE’s Home Energy Team is very well placed to offer advice. The
insulation industry has less experience generally of this aspect of customer service. Flexible levels of support
and skilled advice will be key to encourage take up.

2. Free/more comprehensive choice of assessor and installers
This was ranked highly by a number of respondents.
3. More realistic prospect of installation
The gap between the pay-as-you-save finance and grant funding was too much for many households to
bridge using savings or other methods of finance.
4. Managing expectations
Some project constraints came from the emergent Green Deal as well as end-of-financial-year pilot
pressures, but such limitations can be difficult to communicate to customers without defining complex
procedural implications. Future scheme delivery must continue to balance customer expectations against
dissemination of this information as poor experiences early on can impact on future uptake of CSE schemes
and the Green Deal as a whole.
5. Additional involvement with community energy group referrals
Those referred by community energy groups were more likely to not have an assessment as they didn’t have
direct contact with CSE via the advice line. Increasing involvement with those individuals would help to
mitigate drop out e.g. through community events as already discussed.
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As suggested in an alternative scenario which would increase carbon savings AND benefit the fuel poor. See Preston, I., Thumim, J.,
White, V., Bridgeman, T., Brand, C (2013) Distribution of carbon emissions in the UK: Implications for domestic energy policy
summary on www.jrf.org.uk
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Recommendations for future scheme marketing32
1. Target neighbourhood, facilitate a mini-open home event and engage local householders in sharing their
stories at community meetings. This reinforces positive social norms around energy efficiency33, is
recognition for those who have made energy efficiency improvements, and utilises word of mouth.
2. Frame messages to address key motivators. Avoid overly focusing on financial savings, and include
‘emotional marketing’ on comfort and ‘home’. Break down messages into problem, positive solution, energy
saving tip and wider benefit (city/national). Make messages positive and constructive, everyday and
accessible.
3. Take a whole home approach, promoting case studies that show a tailored package with infrastructural
and behavioural changes, and the results that ensue. Promote energy awareness with examples of individual
and collective learning and support, and the wider benefits.
4. Experiment with promotion via community organisations, outdoor venues, and sports centres and gyms.
Include images that reflect these venues in marketing literature. Circulate information through architects
and other trade people.
5. Reinforce the CSE energy advice line as a central point of confidence, something people can trust.
6. Work in partnership on schemes with health providers, advice organisations and services for the elderly,
promoting through their networks.
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Informed by government energy efficiency marketing practice in New Zealand (Murray, P (2013) Energy efficiency in New Zealand
– making it accessible. Public lecture UWE 22.03.13. see www.eeca.govt.nz)
33
Laskey, A How behavioural science can lower your energy bill. TED talk posted June 2013. Available at www.ted.com
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9. Conclusions
Rolling out the Green Deal’s customer-led approach and PAYS finance requires the following support early
on to prevent longer term energy efficiency improvement problems and lack of take up.
CSE could address the following points in future scheme design:
Wider yet selective marketing of schemes
Flexible expert advice through a range of channels
Ongoing support in schemes for those most in need
Free or refundable assessments
Straightforward scheme literature and a completion certificate with clear concise calculations
Progressive householder support through community organisations, orientated towards energy
awareness and behaviour-change
Evidence of practice - especially around the financial package and its effects with key target groups like
the fuel poor and the aged
Proactively cultivating local installers whilst ensuring competitive quotes and excellent customer service.
CSE is extremely well placed to continue to innovate through cutting edge, timely projects given its expertise
in energy advice and fuel poverty. The attitudes to and take up of the Green Deal by those suffering fuel
poverty and the aged are key areas to investigate. Can targeted local interventions that incentivise energy
efficiency improvements with free assessments and means-tested financial packages be employed to
support those most in need?
However, other support is required to roll out the Green Deal which is beyond CSE control:
Investment of resources in the advice and support required to increase take up and mitigate scheme
drop out
Streamlining of information on providers to avoid public misunderstanding and confusion
Tailored GDAR with greater sensitivity to individual circumstances, particularly the EPC
Observing the financial package to address emerging issues promptly
Continuing Professional Development with assessors and installers
Close monitoring of quality of assessors and installers and their work
As the Green Deal unfolds, it would be of benefit to all to actively address these areas, given the Green Deal
start has been a slow one.3435
With insulation rates hitting the floor36, and CO2 levels at an all time high37, proficient insightful schemes with
quality service provision from assessors and installers are an imperative, not an option.

34 Murray, J (2013) Slow start for Green Deal as government admits only four households signed up. Article BusinessGreen. Com
27.06.13
35
Vaughan, A; Harvey, F. (2013) No UK households have completed Green Deal process, figures show. The Guardian (online)
27.06.13
36
Carrington, D. Cavity wall insulations crash by 97% following green deal introduction. The Guardian (online) 29.05.13.
37
Carrington, D. Global carbon dioxide in atmosphere passes milestone level. The Guardian (online) 10.05.13.
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Appendix 1: Surveys
1. Free assessment not taken up

Introduction
Hello
You recently contacted the Centre for Sustainable Energy (CSE) advice line, probably in response to
information about the Bristol Home Energy Upgrade scheme or the Green Deal, and were offered a free
home assessment. CSE are evaluating the scheme, which finished in March 2013. We would like to better
understand what prevented or put people off completing a Green Deal assessment of their home.
Would you be willing to share what influenced you to not have a Green Deal assessment done as part of
Bristol Home Energy Upgrade? If you are a landlord you can complete the survey based on your experience
of the scheme across multiple property applications.
This survey should take 5-10 minutes to complete. Information will be used to improve future energy saving
schemes and better communicate their availability, so more people can feel warmer in their homes. It will
also be shared with funders and made more widely available in a report on the website.
All information will be treated as confidential, and responses will be anonymised.
If you would prefer to complete the survey by phone, please email karen.smith@cse.org.uk giving a suitable
time (week day 9am-7pm) to call, with your phone number. I will also contact you in the next two weeks to
follow up this email. If you would prefer not to be contacted, have any questions about this work, or would
like a copy of the final report please contact me on the email address above.
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About the Green Deal assessment
1. When you originally contacted the Centre for Sustainable Energy advice line was it for:
General advice about energy saving?
Advice about Bristol Home Energy Upgrade or the Green Deal, without knowing how it might be useful
to you?
Advice about Bristol Home Energy Upgrade or the Green Deal, knowing how you’d like to improve your
home?
2. Did you receive the Bristol Home Energy Upgrade scheme brochure and a letter from the Centre for
Sustainable Energy?
Yes
No
Don't remember

3. The letter had an ‘Advisor Payment Certificate’ on the back which enabled you to have a free Green
Deal assessment. Did you notice that?
Yes
No
Don't know
4. Did you think that the Green Deal Advice Organisation you needed to contact to arrange the free
assessment was:
Independent from the Centre for Sustainable Energy
Part of the Centre for Sustainable Energy
Not sure
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5. Thinking about having an assessment done as part of this scheme, which of the following reasons
influenced your decision not to have an assessment done at that time?
(Please choose one response for each of the following statements)
Strongly
influenced

Influenced

Slightly
influenced

Did not
influence

I didn’t have time to organise an
appointment with an assessor
I didn’t know which Green Deal Advice
Organisation to choose from the selection
I couldn’t find a convenient time for an
assessment
The assessor gave me a date which was
longer than I’d expected to wait
The letter for a free assessment was lost
I forgot about it and then it was too late
The scheme was short term, I didn’t want
to rush into things
I didn’t think it was worth having the
assessment done
I had second thoughts because the
assessment might uncover a problem with
my home
The scheme didn’t cover the energy
efficiency improvement I want for my
property
The financial implications of the scheme
don’t work for me
6. If there are any other reasons not mentioned above that deterred you from having a Green Deal
assessment done, please add it below.
If there are any other reasons not mentioned above that deterred you from having a Green Deal assessment
done, please add it below.

7. What ideally would you have liked to support you in completing a Green Deal assessment? e.g. a home
visit, further telephone support or assistance in choosing an Advice Organisation
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A few questions about Bristol Home Energy Upgrade brochure and letter
8. How would you rate the Bristol Home Energy Upgrade brochure and letter in terms of how clearly the
information was presented?
(Please choose one response from the following list)
Information was
Very clear
Clear
Neither clear nor unclear
Unclear
Very unclear

9. How about the amount of information given in the letter and brochure?
(Please choose one response from the following list)
The amount of information was
Too much
Just right
Too little
10. Are there any suggestions for improvements you’d like to make about the brochure and letter?
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About you
11. Which of the following venues have you visited in the last year for leisure and recreation activities?
(Please select one response for each of the following statements)
Once a
week or
more

1-3 times a 1-2 times
month
every 3
months

1-2 times
a year

Did not
visit
this
venue

Arts centre/theatre/museum
Charity/community organisation
Cinema
Club or association
Natural health centre
Home or garden centre
Library
Music/comedy venue
Outdoors e.g. countryside, park,
allotment
Pub or restaurant
Public festival, fair or parade
Religious/spiritual organisation
Sports centre/gym
12. How do you usually find out about local events and activities of interest to you?
(Please choose up to three that are most relevant to you from the following list)
Email updates/newsletters
Websites
Facebook
LinkedIn
Twitter
Local newspaper or magazine
Leaflets
Word of mouth
Local organisation
13. Which of the following best sums up your attitude towards energy efficiency in your home?
Very important

Important

Neither important nor
unimportant

Unimportant

Not important at all
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About your household
14. Please provide your name and post code - this will enable us to match up your responses with details
we already hold.
Name:
Post Code:
*
15. How many people live in your household? (including yourself)
1

2

3

4

5

More than 5

16. Does that include any dependent children (below the age of 16)?
0

1

2

3

4

5

More than 5

17. What is your household annual income?
Under £10,440
£10,441 - £16,190
£16,191 - £20,000
£20,001 - £30,000
More than £30,000
18. Roughly how much did your household spend on energy bills in 2012?
(Please select the amount you spent for each fuel used. If you don’t have this information please select
‘Don’t know’ below).
Electricity
Gas
Other (please
indicate other fuel
used below)
Don't know
19. What other type of fuel do you use?

Thank you
Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. We will also be doing a small number of short
telephone interviews over the next few weeks and may be in touch.
By submitting your response to this survey you are confirming your agreement for the Centre for Sustainable
Energy to record this information in accordance with data protection requirements. Your information will
not be passed to any third parties for marketing purposes.
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2. Assessment not taken up (householder required to pay)

Introduction
Hello
Thanks very much for starting this survey. All information will be treated as confidential, and responses will
be anonymised.

The Green Deal assessment
1. Please provide your name and post code. (Both are optional. It would be really handy to know your post
code to enable us to match up responses with details we already hold).
Name:
Post Code:
2. What motivated you to contact the Centre for Sustainable Energy about the Bristol Home Energy
Upgrade scheme? (Please select as many responses as apply to you, or you can add your own.
I thought the scheme could offer me a grant for an energy efficiency improvement
I wanted to find out about energy efficiency in general
I was referred by a local energy organisation or other group
Other (please specify)

3. How much did having to pay for the Green Deal assessment influence your decision to not have one
done?
(Please select one response from the following list)
Strongly influenced
Influenced
Slightly influenced
Didn't influence at all
Don't know

4. What put you off having a Green Deal assessment of your home?
5. Did any of the following reasons influence your decision not to have an assessment done, which you
haven't mentioned above?
(This question is optional, so if none apply or you do not want to complete it please skip it)
Strongly

Influenced

Slightly

Did not

Don’t
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influenced

influenced

influence

know

I couldn’t find a convenient time
for an assessment
The assessment date was longer
than I’d expected to wait
The scheme was short term, I
didn’t want to rush into things
I didn’t think it was worth having
the assessment done
I had second thoughts because the
assessment might uncover a
problem with my home
The scheme didn’t cover the
energy efficiency improvement I
want for my property
The financial implications of the
scheme didn’t work for me
6. Is there anything that would increase the likelihood of you having a Green Deal assessment done in the
future? e.g. free assessment, more choice of schemes....

7. If you were referred to the scheme by a local energy organisation or other group, is there any other
support you would have liked to help you with having an assessment done?

Thank you
Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire, it is really appreciated.
We will do a small number of short telephone interviews over the next week or so and may be in touch.
All information is completely confidential and will be anonymised.
By submitting your response to this survey you are confirming your agreement for the Centre for Sustainable
Energy to record this information in accordance with data protection requirements. Your information will
not be passed to any third parties for marketing purposes.
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3. Assessment done but no installation made

Introduction
Hello
You recently had a Green Deal assessment completed of your home, as part of the Centre for Sustainable
Energy’s (CSE’s) Bristol Home Energy Upgrade scheme. CSE is now evaluating this scheme which finished in
March 2013. We’d like to better understand what helped and hindered people in completing a Green Deal
Assessment Report, and to having an energy efficiency improvement made to their home.
Would you be willing to share how you found the process of having a Green Deal assessment done, and
what influenced your decision to not have an energy efficiency improvement at that time? If you are a
landlord you can complete the survey based on your experience of the scheme across multiple property
applications.
This survey should take about 10 minutes to complete.
Information will be used to improve future energy loss prevention schemes and better communicate their
availability, so more people can feel warmer in their homes. It will also be shared with funders and made’
more widely available in a report on the website.
All information will be treated as confidential and responses will be anonymised.
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About the Green Deal assessment of your property
1. How would you rate your experience of your Green Deal assessment?
(Please choose one response that you most agree with for each of the following statements)
Strongly
agree

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

It was easy to book an assessment
I had to wait longer than I would have
liked to have an assessment
The assessor could answer most of my
questions
The assessor didn’t offer any useful
advice during the assessment
The assessment made assumptions about
energy use that did not reflect my
household situation
I was confident that the assessment was
accurate and reliable
My overall experience of having a Green
Deal assessment was positive

2. Did you think that the Green Deal Advice Organisation you needed to contact to arrange the assessment
was:
Independent of the Centre for Sustainable Energy?
Part of the Centre for Sustainable Energy?
Not sure

3. Do you feel that arranging the assessment yourself with an assessor
(Please select one response for each statement)
Yes

No

Don’t know

Made you feel more confident in the
resulting report
Made the Bristol Home Energy Upgrade
scheme confusing
Was beneficial for the scheme
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4. Thinking about having an assessment done as part of the scheme, what helped you to go ahead with
having the assessment?
The brochure and letter I initially received clearly indicated what I needed to do next
Organising the assessment was a straightforward process
The assessment was free
I contacted the Centre for Sustainable Energy advice line for additional information
I thought it would be useful to have the assessment done for any future energy efficiency work
Other (please specify)

5. Was there anything that deterred you from having a Green Deal assessment done?
(Please choose all that applied to you)
Cost of the assessment
Time involved
The possibility of not recovering the cost of the assessment if an energy efficiency improvement was
not made as part of the scheme
Other (please specify)

6. Is there anything else you want to share about your experience of the Green Deal assessment process?

Your Green Deal Assessment Report and completion certificate
Once your Green Deal assessment was complete you should have received a Bristol Home Energy Upgrade
completion certificate and Green Deal Assessment Report. The completion certificate described your grant
and funding options for your energy efficiency improvement.
The Green Deal Assessment Report comprised:
a) an Energy Performance Certificate (EPC), which gives your property an energy efficiency rating from A
(most efficient) to G (least efficient)
b) an Occupancy Assessment which gives information based on how you use energy in your home. (You may
not have one of these if you had your assessment done early in the scheme).
7. Did you receive your Green Deal Assessment Report and completion certificate?
Yes

No

Don’t know
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8. How do you rate the Green Deal Assessment Report and completion certificate?
(Please choose one response for each of the following statements. However if you do not have an
Occupancy Assessment please ignore those questions).
Strongly
agree

Agree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

The EPC was easy to understand
Information was presented clearly
in the EPC
The EPC had too much information
The Occupancy Assessment was
hard to understand
Information in the Occupancy
Assessment was presented clearly
The Occupancy Assessment
contained just the right amount of
information
The completion certificate was
easy to understand
The completion certificate
information was not presented in
a clear way
The completion certificate
contained too much information
Financial information in the
completion certificate did not link
with the Green Deal Assessment
Report
Financial information in the
completion certificate accurately
reflected my annual household
energy bills
9. Was there any part of the Green Deal Assessment Report and completion certificate that deterred you
from having an energy efficiency improvement?
Yes
No
10. What suggestions would you make to improve the Green Deal Assessment Report and the completion
certificate?
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What you did with the Green Deal Assessment Report and
completion certificate
11. When you received your Green Deal Assessment Report and completion certificate, what happened
next?
(Please choose one response from the following statements)
I didn’t get round to reading the documents
I read the documents briefly and decided not to go ahead with the energy efficiency improvement
I read the documents, considered the implications of what the energy efficiency improvement would
involve, and decided not to go ahead
After reading the documents and considering it further, I sought additional advice and decided not to
proceed
After reading the documents and considering it further, I meant to contact an installer for a quote but
didn’t do so
After reading the documents and considering it further, I contacted at least one installer for a quote
12. We appreciate that some people didn’t progress their energy efficiency improvement due to the
Bristol Home Energy Upgrade’s tight deadline, and an occasional shortage of installers. ASIDE FROM these
two reasons, what prevented you from progressing your energy efficiency improvement?
Please choose one response for each of the following statements:
Strongly agree

Agree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

The Green Deal Advice Report
took longer to arrive than
expected
A requirement of the Bristol
Home Energy Upgrade scheme
(for example the need for
100% external solid wall
insulation) did not meet my
needs
The Green Deal Advice Report
and completion certificate did
not make sense to me
The grant allowance and PayAs-You-Save finance was not
as much as anticipated
I did not have the additional
finances available to
contribute to the
improvement
I did not want to take out a
loan at that time
I didn’t know installers to
contact for a quote
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The likely disruption to my
property put me off
The timing for works was not
convenient for my household
My property is a system-build
(non-standard construction)
and could not receive a grant
under this scheme
Other (please specify)

Installers and your ideal scheme
If you contacted at least one installer for a quote, please answer questions 13, 14 and 15.
If you didn't contact an installer, please answer question 15 only.
13. If you went ahead and got at least one quote from an installer, was it useful to have a choice of
installers?
Yes
No
14. If you went ahead and got at least one quote from an installer, is there anything you haven’t yet
mentioned that was important in you not having the energy efficiency work completed?

15. In an ideal scheme, what additional support would the scheme offer that would increase your ability
to have a home energy efficiency improvement?
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About you
16. Which of the following venues have you visited in the last year for leisure and recreation activities?
(Please select one response for each of the following statements)
Once a
week or
more

1-3 times a 1-2 times
month
every 3
months

1-2 times
a year

Did not
visit
this
venue

Arts centre/theatre/museum
Charity/community organisation
Cinema
Club or association
Natural health centre
Home or garden centre
Library
Music/comedy venue
Outdoors e.g. countryside, park,
allotment
Pub or restaurant
Public festival, fair or parade
Religious/spiritual organisation
Sports centre/gym
17. How do you usually find out about local events and activities of interest to you?
(Please choose up to three that are most relevant to you from the following list)
Email updates/newsletters
Websites
Facebook
LinkedIn
Twitter
Local newspaper or magazine
Leaflets
Word of mouth
Local organisation
18. Which of the following best sums up your attitude towards energy efficiency in your home?
Very important

Important

Neither important nor
unimportant

Unimportant

Not important at all
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About your household
19. Please provide your name and post code - this will enable us to match up your responses with details
we already hold.
Name:
Post Code:
*
20. How many people live in your household? (including yourself)
1

2

3

4

5

More than 5

21. Does that include any dependent children (below the age of 16)?
0

1

2

3

4

5

More than 5

22. What is your household annual income?
Under £10,440
£10,441 - £16,190
£16,191 - £20,000
£20,001 - £30,000
More than £30,000
23. Roughly how much did your household spend on energy bills in 2012?
(Please select the amount you spent for each fuel used. If you don’t have this information please select
‘Don’t know’ below).
Electricity
Gas
Other (please
indicate other fuel
used below)
Don't know
24. What other type of fuel do you use?

Thank you
Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. We will also be doing a small number of short
telephone interviews over the next few weeks and may be in touch.
By submitting your response to this survey you are confirming your agreement for the Centre for Sustainable
Energy to record this information in accordance with data protection requirements. Your information will
not be passed to any third parties for marketing purposes.
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